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Abstract: In this paper, we address the difficult problems in pipeline leakage

diagnosis and investigate the leakage diagnosis algorithm based on vibration signal

analysis with pipeline vibration signal as the basis. The SSA-VMD algorithm is used

to decompose the pipeline vibration signal and conduct comparative experiments.

The results of the comparison experiments show the superiority of the SSA-VMD

algorithm. Then the decomposed IMF components are feature extracted to construct

single feature vectors and then combined feature vectors. Finally, the support vector

machine is optimized using the improved grid search method, and comparative

experiments are conducted for the single feature vector and the combined feature

vector, respectively. The experimental results show that the support vector machine

optimized by the improved grid search method has a higher recognition accuracy.
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1.  Introduction

Leaks occur in water supply pipes for various reasons[1-5]. There are various methods for

diagnosing leaks in water supply pipes, such as numerical modeling methods, data-

driven methods, thermal infrared procedure methods, and vibration signal-based

diagnostic methods. However, the model parameters of the numerical modeling method

are difficult to obtain, the data-driven method requires the use of a large number of

pipeline monitoring equipment, and the thermal infrared imaging method is limited by

the weather.

The vibration signal-based pipe leakage diagnosis has a wide range of application,

high diagnostic accuracy and speed, and the related algorithm for pipe vibration signal

has certain noise suppression capability, so the vibration signal-based method has
become a key research area for water supply pipe leakage diagnosis. Yang Jin et al[6]

used a neural network algorithm to diagnose pipeline leaks by correlating pipeline

vibration signals and using approximate entropy as a feature of the leaky vibration signals

into a neural network. El-Zaha et al[7,8]experimentally demonstrated a real-time

monitoring system for pressurized water pipeline networks based on wireless

accelerometers. They used the collected signals to establish threshold monitoring
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indicators for leak diagnosis to achieve leak diagnosis. Chuanqiang Xia et al[9]used

variational modal decomposition to decompose the vibration signal, extract the features

and input them into a support vector machine to diagnose the pipe leakage.

2.  Algorithm Research

2.1 Research on Variational Modal Processing Algorithm for Vibration Signal

Pipeline vibration signal is a non-smooth, non-linear mixed signal. The variational modal

decomposition algorithm is a signal decomposition algorithm with high applicability and

stability, the pipe vibration signal can be effectively decomposed to facilitate the

construction of feature vectors[10]. Sparrow search algorithm is a new type of intelligent

optimization algorithm, the algorithm solves for the global optimization problem[11,12],

and  the  sparrow search  algorithm can well  avoid  the  problem of  the  algorithm falling

into local optimum.

The location update of sparrow discoverer, joiner, and alerter can be expressed as:
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In this paper, the variational modal decomposition algorithm is combined with the

sparrow search algorithm to apply, Sparrow Search Algorithm-Variational Mode

Decomposition (SSA-VMD) is used to optimize the number of modal decompositions

and the number of penalty factors of the variational modal decomposition. Assuming that
the time signal is expressed as a function of x(m). First, the Hilbert demodulation

transform of signal x(m) is performed to obtain the envelope signal a(m). The envelope

amplitude of each eigenmode component IMF after decomposition is different, and in

order to reduce the effect of the resulting error, it is normalized to obtain 𝑝 , the

normalized processing formula can be expressed as:
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In the above equation, 1, 2, ,m M� � . The envelope entropy value is obtained for

the normalized envelope signal, and the formula can be expressed as:
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The envelope entropy values of the local best components are compared at each

iteration, and the smallest corresponding IMF components and the number of modal

decompositions K are selected from them, and the penalty factor is the optimal solution

of this search.

The overall flow of the variational modal decomposition algorithm optimized based

on the sparrow search algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

Start

Initialize the parameters, using [K,�] as the initial position of discoverers and joiners

VMD decomposition is performed on the signal to

calculate individual fitness values, and rank

Update discoverer, joinerFinder, Joiner, Alerters Location

Update the fitness value with the best position

Whether the maximum number of

iterations is reached

Output optimal parameter combination [K,�]

End

Yes

No

Figure 1. Overall flow of the SSA-VMD algorithm

In order to verify the superiority of the SSA-VMD algorithm in optimizing

parameters, the PSO-VMD algorithm, GA-VMD algorithm and SSA-VMD algorithm
are compared and experimented, and the iterative update comparison is shown in Figure

2.
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Figure 2. Comparison of decomposition algorithm iterative updates

According to Figure 2, Sparrow search algorithm based variable modal parameter

optimization for pipe vibration signal decomposition with the fastest convergence rate.

The minimum fitness value means that the decomposition of the pipe vibration signal is

faster and more useful characteristic information is retained after the decomposition.

In summary, the decomposition performance of the SSA-VMD method is superior,

so this paper uses SSA-VMD to decompose the pipe vibration signal.

2.2 Improved Support Vector Machine Based Pipeline Leak Identification Algorithm

Start

Dividing the grid by search steps

Iterative grid nodes

Output Optimal Accuracy

Whether to meet the accuracy

requirements

Output the optimal combination of parameters for the initial search
Yes

No

Determine the penalty parameter C and the kernel parameter g Search range

Refine your search

Training validation setK-fold cross-validation

End

Divide the grid, traverse the nodes and complete the loop again

Output the final optimal combination of parameters

Figure 3. Improved grid search method process
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The decomposed IMF components of the SSA-VMD algorithm are sorted according to

the energy magnitude from largest to smallest, and the first four sorted IMF components

are selected to extract features and construct feature vectors [13]. Support Vector Machine
(SVM) algorithm is a pattern recognition algorithm proposed based on statistical learning

theory and the principle of structural risk minimization[14]. Which has high generalization

ability and is suitable for small sample learning. In this paper, the radial basis kernel

function is used as the kernel function of the support vector machine, the parameters to

be optimized are the penalty parameters and the parameters of the kernel function.

In this paper, we use an improved grid search method[15]to find the parameters of the

support vector machine. The flow of the improved grid search method is shown in Figure

3.

3.  Experimental Validation

In order to verify the effectiveness of the pipeline leakage diagnosis algorithm, vibration

signal data were collected for five operating states of the pipeline, including normal
pipeline, knocking pipeline, tributary water, round hole leakage, and narrow slit leakage.

Decomposition of pipe vibration signals using SSA-VMD, identification of pipeline

operating status.

Figure 4. Search classification recognition accuracy

The preliminary grid search classification recognition accuracy is shown in Figure 4(a),

and the preliminary grid search method obtained the optimal combination of parameters

as [C =16, g =8]. After refining the grid search, the classification recognition accuracy

is shown in Figure 4(b), the optimal combination of parameters is [ C =23.4, g =22.7]. The

optimal accuracy of four-fold cross-validation is 97.5% at this point.

The results of the classification and identification of pipeline operation status

without optimization are shown in Figure 5. Its accuracy rate was 69.17%. The optimal

parameters of the support vector machine after refinement search are input into the

support vector machine model, and the classification recognition results are shown in

Figure 6, its accuracy rate is 96.67%.

In conclusion, the experimental results show that the pipeline leakage diagnosis

algorithm can effectively identify the pipeline operation status. The classification and

(b)Fine grid search class recognition accuracy
ynition accuracg

(a) Preliminary grid search classification

reco
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identification accuracy based on the improved grid search method is significantly higher

than that when default parameters are used.

Figure 6. Classification and recognition results after optimizing parameters

4.  Conclusion

In this paper, in order to solve the nonlinear and non-stationary problems of pipeline

vibration signals, firstly, the vibration signals are decomposed by VMD; secondly, the

variational modal decomposition algorithm is applied in combination with the sparrow

Figure 5. Classification recognition results without optimization
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search algorithm, and the parameters of the variational modal decomposition are

optimized by using the SSA-VMD algorithm; again, the combined feature vectors are

constructed for the decomposed vibration signals; finally, the support vector machine is
optimized by using the improved grid search method. The experimental results show that

the support vector machine optimized by the improved grid search method has a higher

recognition accuracy.
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